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Abstract. Operational efficiency at container terminals has become very important

as the amount of traffic going through such terminals has increased a lot in the

last two decades. In this study, the problem of determining the locations to place

the containers and matching inbound and outbound containers for efficiency of

internal trucks are considered. The problem is decomposed, approximately, into

two tractable problems and experimental results are reported.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, the globalization of trade has increased the volume and significance of

international logistics significantly. Although the global logistics network is an integrated

system of various modes of transportation, marine transportation has become the leading

mechanism to handle international bulk cargo.

The greatest portion of international bulk transported overseas is carried in containers.

Containers are large standardized, metal frame packages for bulk cargo, utilized to transport

goods via various modes of transportation such as ships, trucks and rail.

Since a container terminal is the interface of transhipment of containers from ship

to ship or to other modes of transportation such as rail and trucks and vice versa, the

substantial growth in international trade and overseas transportation reveals the importance

of operational efficiency at intermodal terminals. The main goal of the container terminal

operators is minimizing the time between arrival and departure of ships, called turnaround

times, while maximizing the utilization of terminal facilities.

In this study, the problem of allocating space for the containers that are transported

to/from the quay side is considered. To increase the efficiency of the system, the containers

that will be loaded in a period are matched with the containers that will be unloaded, when

possible, to decrease the empty trips of the vehicles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the problem is described

in detail. The models are presented next, and before the conclusions the experimental results

are reported.
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2. Problem Definition

A container terminal is considered that has a quay side where ships are loaded/unloaded

and a yard side where containers are kept until they leave the terminal by departing ships or

other modes of transportation. For the planning period, the exact schedule of inbound and

outbound ships is known exactly. So for each container that will utilize the terminal, the

arrival and departing periods are known. It is assumed that the containers are transported

between the quay side and yard side by internal trucks, that carry one container at a time.

Suppose several ships are being loaded and and unloaded simultaneously on a typical

day. For the internal trucks, the main operational decisions are where to place the container,

that has just been unloaded, at the yard side and which container to pick next if any, rather

than making an empty return trip. This problem will be called the joint allocation and

matching problem.

The idea of matching the containers is proposed in [1]. Yet the solution procedure

is tested after placing the containers randomly at the terminal. We propose to solve the

matching problem jointly with the allocation problem. The experimental results show that

even solving the joint problem approximately, helps reducing the total distance travelled.

Three types of containers are considered: import, export and transhipment containers.

The import containers arrive and after having been stored for a particular time period

until departure, they will be transferred to some other modality at the hinterland of the

terminal. The export containers arrive at the terminal via other modes of transportation

and after staying at the yard, they leave the yard via a departing ship. On the other

hand, transshipment containers arrive and leave the terminal via ships. These types are

distinguished because the incoming phase of export containers and the outgoing phase of

import containers may be handled via external trucks. It could be the case that the efficiency

of internal trucks is more important than the efficiency of the external trucks.

Since the problem considered is part of a whole sequence of operations, determining

the objective function is an issue. Since the general goal is to minimize turnaround times,

intuitively the space allocation and location matching problems will be modelled to minimize

the weighted total distance travelled by the trucks.

2.1. Literature Review

Numerous papers are published in the literature regarding container terminal operations.

Only articles regarding the specific problems of space allocation and matching will be

considered. In [5], storage space allocation of outbound (export) containers is considered.

In [4], segregation policies for space allocation is discussed in order to minimize expected

number of rehandles. Determining storage locations for export containers is also investigated

in [6]. In [3], a method for determining both the optimal amount of storage space and

optimal number of yard cranes for handling import containers is considered. In [7], a genetic

algorithm is proposed for determining the optimal storage strategy for various container

handling schedules. In [10], storage space allocation problem in storage yards is considered

by using a rolling horizon approach. In [2], A Tabu Search algorithm is proposed for

storage space allocation problem with side constraints. [9], discusses the determination of
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optimal space allocation and optimal pricing for priority systems.

2.2. Models and Solution Approach

It is possible to model the space allocation and location matching problems in a single

shot. Unfortunately, the resulting model is a large integer programming problem. First this

combined model is presented. Let us denote by T the set of periods in our planning horizon,

by L the set of locations at the yard area and by S set of ships. Since it is possible that

there is no container that can be matched with another container in a period, our network

model may not be balanced. Hence dummy demand and supply nodes are introduced for

each period.

di is distance between location i and quay side, di j is distance between location i and

j, disi j is total distance corresponding to i − j pair, disi j = di + d j + di j. C is the capacity

of a storage location. Atk is the number of containers arriving at period t and departing at

period k. (type t-k containers) The decision variables are as follows: Yitk is the number of

t − k type containers placed in location i. Xit is the number of containers placed at location

i in period t. Mi jt is the number of supply-demand matchings between location i and j in

period t. Uit is the number of supply-dummy matchings in period t and V jt is the number

of dummy-demand matchings in period t.

MinZ =
∑

t

∑
i

∑
j disi jMi jt + 2

∑
t

∑
i diUit + 2

∑
t

∑
j d jV jt

s.t.

Xit ≤ C, for all i ∈ L, t ∈ T
∑

i Yitk = Atk for all t, k ∈ T : t < k

Xit−1 +
∑

k>t Yitk = Xit +
∑

k<t Yitk for all i ∈ L, t ∈ T
∑

j Mi jt + Uit =
∑

k>t Yitk for all i ∈ L, t ∈ T
∑

i Mi jt + V jt =
∑

k<t Y jkt for all j ∈ L, t ∈ T

all decision variables are nonnegative integers

(1)

The objective function is the total distance travelled by the containers in the terminal area

throughout the planning horizon. It has three components since sometimes it is possible

to match containers being loaded and unloaded and at other times empty return trips are

unavoidable. First set of constraints, correspond to the capacity. Second set says that every

container that arrives in period t and leaving in period k has to be placed in a location.

The third set is the balance constraint regarding each location for every period, since some

containers may release that space and some other incoming containers may seize it. The

last two sets of constraints are balance constraints regarding the number of matchings that

can be performed at each interval for different pairs of locations. In this model, different

types of containers are not distinguished. That can be incorporated in the model, but the

current model is already an integer programming problem.

Since this problem is an integer programming problem and the size gets larger depending

on the number of locations and length of the planning horizon, the problem is decomposed

into two network flow models to reach an approximate solution in reasonable times. The

first of these models is used to determine the locations that the containers will be kept.
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The objective function is the total distance travelled as if no matching will be performed.

So this is a surrogate objective function that intuitively conforms with the general goal.

Different weights are used for internal and external trucks. In particular, the weights related

with internal trucks (wI ) that carry containers from quay side to the yard side, are typically

higher than the weights related with external trucks (wE) that carry containers from/to the

yard side to/from the hinterland. Since the model is a network flow problem, it can be

solved quickly. The solution of this model, i.e. the storage allocation plan, will be input

for the following model that will perform the matching. The following additional notation

is used in this model.

ASt(DSt) is the set of ships arriving(departing) at period t. TRAad , EXPad , IMPad ,

number of transhipment, export and import containers that arrive in period a and depart

with ship d. Tiad is the number of transshipment containers located on i, that arrive and

depart with ships a and d, Eitd is the number of export containers located on i, that arrive

in period t and depart in ship d and finally Iiak is the number of import containers located

on i, that arrive in ship a and leave in period k.

MinZ =
∑

i

∑
a

∑
k(wIdia + wEdi)Iiak +

∑
i

∑
a

∑
d wI (dia + did)Tiad

+

∑
i

∑
t

∑
d(wIdid + wEdi)Eitd

s.t.

Xit ≤ C for all i ∈ L, t ∈ T
∑

i Tiad = TRAad for all a, d ∈ S
∑

i Eitd = EXPtd for all t ∈ T, d ∈ S
∑

i Iiak = IMPak for all k ∈ T, a ∈ S

Xit−1 +
∑

a∈ASt

∑
d Tiad +

∑
a∈ASt

∑
k Iiak

= Xit +
∑

d∈DSt

∑
a Tiad +

∑
d∈DSt

∑
k Eikd +

∑
a Iiat for all i ∈ L, t ∈ T

all decision variables are nonnegative integers
(2)

The interpretation of the objective function and the constraints are similar to the com-

bined model. The total distance is minimized with respect to capacity, coverage and balance

constraints. The model determines the most appropriate matching that minimizes total dis-

tance travelled. Sti denotes the total number of containers loaded on location i in period t

and Dt j denotes the total number of containers unloaded from location j in period t. Both

of these parameters are calculated from the solution of the space allocation model. Similar

to the combined model, the network may be imbalanced, so Uai and Vd j are defined for

dummy nodes for ship a.

MinZ =
∑

t

∑
i

∑
j disi jXti j + 2

∑
a

∑
i da

i
Uai + 2

∑
d

∑
j dd

j
Vdt

s.t.
∑

j Mti j +
∑

a∈ASt
Uai = Sti for all , t ∈ T, i ∈ L

∑
i Mti j +

∑
d∈DSt

Vd j = St j for all , t ∈ T, j ∈ L

all decision variables are nonnegative integers

(3)

Once again the objective is to minimize total distance traveled with respect to balance

constraints that state that all the containers have to be transported in the appropriate period

either to the quay side or to the yard side.
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3. Computational Results

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed procedure, random instances of the

problems are created. Four different types of layouts (vertical, horizontal, mixed super

mixed), three different sets of weight values ((wI ,wE),w1 = (1, 0),w2 = (0, 75, 0, 25),w3 =

(0, 5, 0, 5)) are considered. The planning horizon is assumed to be 10 periods. The total

container capacity is 8000. Stack capacity at each location is taken to be 5. CPLEX is used

to to solve the network flow problems. The comparison is performed between the following

scenarios; in the first case the containers were placed randomly at free locations and then

matching has been performed. In the other scenario, first space allocation model is used

to find the locations to place the containers and then matching algorithm has been used to

match outbound and inbound containers. The details of method of generating the random

data can be found in [8]. 10 different data sets are solved. The numbers in the following

table refer to the percent improvement in the total distance traveled when allocation and

matching models are executed sequentially compared with random space allocation and

matching afterwards. This comparison is performed since in [1], matching of locations is

proposed without the space allocation model. When the numbers are examined, it is seen

that there is a robust improvement over all the parameters. Since in these cases the com-

bined model becomes a large integer programming problem, it is not possible to compare

the performance of the decomposition approach with the optimal values.

Percent improvement random/matching vs allocation/matching

Layout1 Layout 2 Layout 3 Layout 4

Set w1 w2 w3 w1 w2 w3 w1 w2 w3 w1 w2 w3

1 15,2 14,5 14,0 18,1 13,9 13,2 17,8 17,0 13,2 15,0 14,9 12,5

2 16,2 15,3 12,9 17,4 16,7 14,3 16,1 15,4 13,4 13,5 13,3 11,6

3 18,2 17,5 14,3 20,4 19,7 16,6 18,0 16,5 13,2 14,8 14,9 12,1

4 18,2 17,7 15,4 19,7 19,2 16,8 18,2 17,4 14,4 13,0 13,8 11,7

5 16,7 16,5 12,9 18,8 18,6 14,8 18,4 18,0 13,0 14,9 15,0 12,0

6 16,8 16,1 14,6 19,4 18,9 16,9 18,6 16,6 13,5 15,9 15,9 12,6

7 17,3 16,1 13,7 18,0 17,1 14,8 17,2 16,3 13,7 15,7 14,9 13,7

8 14,8 14,7 12,5 16,6 16,4 13,9 17,3 16,8 12,4 13,4 13,4 10,8

9 16,1 15,4 13,1 17,5 16,8 14,3 16,1 15,0 12,1 13,7 13,6 11,7

10 17,4 16,4 13,8 18,6 17,8 15,0 17,1 16,1 12,6 14,5 15,0 12,6

Avg 16,7 16,0 13,7 18,5 17,5 15,1 17,5 16,5 13,2 14,4 14,5 12,1

StdDev 1,13 1,06 0,91 1,16 1,72 1,29 0,88 0,88 0,68 0,98 0,86 0,77

4. Conclusion

In this study, two distinct network models are proposed to approximately solve the joint

space allocation and location matching problem. The computational results show that

solving both models improve system efficiency as opposed to location matching alone.

Although this is an operational problem, a rather aggregate approach has been taken in this
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study. For instance, traffic congestion, scheduling of vehicles have not been considered.

Incorporating these issues into the models, make the models complicated and polynomial

time solutions will not be available. Our approach tries to attack the general problem by

trying to approximately decompose the problem into smaller problem that are tractable.

This approach can be taken for other parts of the general problem that interact with each

other in terms of inputs and outputs to set up an integrated model that can be solved

approximately in real time.
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